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Inspired by the sea: Bernice Bing’s
“Mayacamas” is among the works on
view at the Luggage Gallery in
“Rehistoricizing Abstract
Expressionism in the San Francisco
Bay Area, 1950s-1960s.” (Courtesy
photo)
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New view of Bay Area
abstractionism
By: Murray Paskin
Special to The Examiner
July 8, 2010

On view at the Luggage Store Gallery through July,
“Rehistoricizing Abstract Expressionism in the San Francisco Bay
Area, 1950s-1960s” attempts to compensate for the fact that some
artists, due to their race or gender, weren’t given the recognition
they deserved at the movement’s height on the West Coast.

To correct the injustice, curator Carlos Villa has assembled an
exhibition of 33 works by male and female artists of color. 

The exhibition is outstanding, even though the works vary in
quality, nature and scale.  

The show’s excellence is in how the pieces collectively exemplify
an understanding and variety of abstract form and juxtapositions,
reaching out to the viewer with an unusual display of creativity.

Among the most impressive pieces is Bernice Bing’s
“Mayacamas,” a strikingly colorful 1963 oil on canvas inspired by
the sea. Thin brushstrokes in the foreground look like they’re swimming; pervasive movement of rich, thin
color adds to the richness of the painting.

Another notable piece is Deborah Remington’s “Mojo,” a large (96 inches by 47 inches) 1961 oil painting.
Forms varying in size from diminutive to gigantic set in intensely deep, full colors wander violently
throughout the surface, and clash fiercely with each other.

Bringing an unexpected significance to the show is a collection of  ephemera: articles about the artists
published during the period, reviews of their work, and statements by the artists themselves.
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Material regarding Jay De Feo, one of the period’s most outstanding artists, is prominent.

The exhibit is more than just a series of fine paintings, it contextualizes how the work of the period was
characterized by particular, distinctive creative innovation. It’s accompanied by a website packed with
extensive material whose creators hope will offer a new, comprehensive, inclusive picture of the movement.

IF YOU GO

Rehistoricizing Abstract Expressionism

Where: Luggage Store Gallery, 1007 Market St., San Francisco

When: 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesdays-Saturdays; closes July 31

Contact: (415) 255-5971, www.rehistoricizing.org

Bond king wants to nationalize Fannie; Wells Fargo wants permanent TARP

President Obama — and much of the media — would have you believe that financial giants simply want to
be left alone. That’s hogwash, and a Bloomberg story...

—Timothy P. Carney
More dreadful numbers for Democrats

The pro-Republican group American Action Forum has conducted polls, as  Jim Geraghty reports in
National Review Online, in 12 East Coast House districts (East Coast in this case...

—Michael Barone
Study: Presidential elections directly impact suicide rates

A study just released in Social Science Quarterly provides some interesting research on suicide rates and
presidential elections. It turns out that not only do rates go down in...

—Matthew Sheffield
It takes Toomey to tango in Pennsylvania

Both PPP and Rasmussen have Republican former Rep. Pat Toomey leading by nine points today over Rep.
Joe Sestak, D-Pa. From PPP, which reports a substantially more conservative...
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—David Freddoso
More Beltway Confidential posts...

To view this site, you need to have Flash Player 8.0 or later installed. Click here to get the latest Flash
player.

Man hits female roommate in head with hammer
Chinatown library sustains flood damage
Two inmates fail escape attempt from juvenile facility
More travel at SFO, more tourism in city
Man beat, stabbed on Muni after intervening in fight
Well-executed wrist lock disarms alleged party crasher
Traffic flowing again after Golden Gate Bridge crash
Knife-wielding suspect shot and killed by Burlingame police
Murder trial begins in police officer's death
Police activity causes BART delays
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